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RECORDS OF WELLS, DRILLERS' LOGS, WATER-LEVEL
MEASUREMENTS, AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF
GROUND WATER IN BRAZORIA, FORT BEND,
AND WALLER COUNTIES, TEXAS, 1966-74
INTRODUCTION
Reports describing the ground-water resources of
Brazoria, Fort Bend, and Waller Counties were prepared
and published in 1973, 1972, and 1969, respectively.
Sandeen and Wesselman (1973), in describing the
resources of Brazoria County, tabulated records of wells,
drillers' logs, water-level measurements, and chemical
analyses gathered during the course of his study.
This report presents data collected since the
investigation by Sandeen and Wesselman (1973) and
updates records tabulated by Wesselman (1972) in Fort
Bend County and by Wilson (1967) in Waller County.
These records are being collected in cooperation with
the Texas Water Development Board to evaluate the
ground-water resources of the greater Houston-Galveston
region.
Most of the chemical analyses presented in this
report were determined in the laboratories of the U.S.
Geological Survey, but some data were obtained from
commercial analyses. Dissolved nitrite plus nitrate (N),
dissolved orthophosphorous (P), dissolved solids (sum of
constituents), hardness (Ca, Mg), percent sodium,
residual sodium carbonate (RSC), and sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR) were recalculated from
commercial analyses to correspond to U.S. Geological
Survey reporting methods.
The English units used in this report may be

















The well-numbering system used in this report was
devised by the Texas Water Development Board for use
throughout the State. Under the system, each 1-degree
quadrangle is given a number consisting of two digits.
These are the first two digits in the well number. Each
1-degree quadrangle is divided into 7/2-minute
quadrangles which are given two-digit numbers from 01
to 64. These are the third and fourth digits of the well
number. Each 71/2-minute quadrangle is divided into
2'/2-minute quadrangles which are given a single-digit
number from 1 to 9. This is the fifth digit of the well
number. Finally, each well within a 2/2-minute
quadrangle is given a two-digit number in the order in
which it was inventoried, starting with 01. These are the
last two digits of the well number.
On the well-location maps (Figures 1-3), only the
last three digits are shown at each well location; the
second two digits are shown in the northwest corner of
each 7/2-minute quadrangle; and the first two digits are
shown by the large block numberals 59, 60, 65, 66, and
81.
In addition to the seven-digit well number, a
- two-letter prefix is used to identify the county. The
prefix for Brazoria County is BH; for Fort Bend County,
JY; and for Waller County, YW.
REFERENCES CITED
Sandeen, W. M., and Wesselman, J. B., 1973,
Ground-water resources of Brazoria County, Texas:
Texas Water Devel. Board Rept. 163, 199 p., 29 figs.
Wesselman, J. B., 1972, Ground-water resources of Fort
Bend County, Texas: Texas Water Devel. Board Rept.
155, 176 p., 33 figs.
Wilson, C. A., 1967, Ground-water resources of Austin
and Waller Counties, Texas: Texas Water Devel.
Board Rept. 68, 236 p., 27 figs.
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Table l.--Records of Wells in Brazoria County
Water levels Reported water levels given in feet; measured water levels given in feet and tenths.
Method of lift and type of power: E, electric; G, gasoline, butane, or diesel engine; Ng, natural gas; Sub, submersible. Number indicates horsepower.
Use of water : D, domestic; Ind, industrial; Irr, irrigation; P, public supply; S, livestock.
Water-bearing units : C, Chicot aquifer, CU upper unit of Chicot aquifer; CL, lower unit of Chicot aquifer.
Casino Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks



















































H&H Water Well Drilling
Lowry Water Wells



































































































































































































Screen from 414 to 445 feet. Reported
yield 100 gal/min with 15 feet drawdown
when drilled.j/
Screen from 277 to 289 feet. Reported
yield 90 gal/min when drilled./
Screen from 310 to 320 feet. Reported
yield 60 gal/min when drilled._/
Screen from 289 to 299 feet. Reported
yield 90 gal/min when drilled.._/
Screen from 302 to 322 feet. Reported
yield 125 gal/min when drilled./
Screen from 508 to 518 feet./
Screen from 308 to 318 feet. Reported
yield 60 gal/min when drilled.4
Screen from 189 to 199 feet. /
Screen from 550 to 570 feet.4/
Screen from 165 to 180 feet.!/
Screen from 120 to 141 feet.!/
Screen from 47 to 58 feet.4/
Open end. Reported yield 50 gal/min when
drilled./
Plastic screen from 378 to 386 feet.
Reported yield 90 gal/min when drilled./
Screen from 145 to 155 feet. Supplies
service station.j/
Screen from 125 to 135 feet.4/
135 feet of screen between 650 and 870
feet. Reported yield 510 gal/min with
35 feet drawdown when drilled.l/
Screen from 307 to 323 feet. Reported
















Table l.--Records of Wells in Brazoria County--Continued
Casing Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of 
Remarks




















































T. C. Bussell & Son
Joe Ferguson Water Well
Drilling





























































































































































































Screen from 168 to 189 feet.l/
Ready mix cement plant..2/
223 feet of slotted pipe.
Slotted pipe.2/
404 feet of slotted pipe. Reported yield
3,511 gal/min with 87 feet drawdown when
drilled./
65 feet of screen between 560 and 630
feet. Reported yield 717 gal/min with
76 feet drawdown when drilled.1/
Screen from 95 to 145 feet. Reported
yield 800 gal/min with 71 feet drawdown
when drilled.l/
Screen from 145 to 155 feet. Reported
yield 150 gal/min when drilled.j/
Screen from 426 to 434 feet. Reported
yield 30 gal/min when drilled.1/
82 feet of screen between 90 and 202
feet. Reported yield 503 gal/min with
63 feet drawdown when drilled. Test hole
drilled to 1,015 feet./
50 feet of screen between 160 and 230
feet. Reported yield 254 gal/min with
28 feet drawdown when drilled./
Screen from 263 to 283 feet.]/
Screen from 185 to 206 feet. Test hole
drilled to 358 feet.j/
72 feet of screen between 750 and 838
feet. Reported yield 162 gal/min with
31 feet drawdown when drilled.4/
Screen from 120 to 174 feet. Reported
yield 491 gal/min with 78 feet drawdown
when drilled.j/
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table l.--Records of Wells in Brazoria County--Continued
Casing___A Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks





















City of Lake Jackson,
well 8
City of Lake Jackson,
well 9







U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
Arcadia Water Co., Key
Largo Subdivision
W. T. Nutt,Treasure Birdwell Water Well
Island Service
See footnotes at end of table.
Industrial Drillers




Texas Water Wells, Inc.















































































































































































81 feet of slotted pipe between 68 and
193 feet. Reported yield 1,000 gal/min
when drilled./
Reported yield 39 gal/min when drilled./
Screen from 89 to 100 feet. Reported
yield 12 gal/min when drilled. Supplies
stock tank._/
Screen from 225 to 332 feet. Reported
yield 453 gal/min with 82 feet drawdown
when drilled./
Screen from 303 to 329 feet. Reported
yield 350 gal/min with 47 feet drawdown
when drilled./
Screen from 303 to 325 feet. Reported
yield 350 gal/min with 47 feet drawdown
when drilled.//
Screen from 208 to 226 feet. Reported
yield 75 gal/min when drilled._/
Screen from 614 to 636 feet./
29 feet of screen between 135 and '217
feet. Reported yield 63 gal/min with 16
feet drawdown whendrilled./
Screen from 267 to 286 feet. Reported
yield 285 gal/min with 40 feet drawdown
when drilled.4/
Screen from 259 to 280 feet. Reported
yield 263 gal/min with 41 feet drawdown
when drilled./
Screen from 259 to 278 feet. Reported
yield 289 gal/min with 34 feet drawdown
when drilled./
Screen from 224 to 232 feet./
Screen from 297 to 319 feet._/
40 feet of screen between 164 and 210
feet.1/
64-402
Table 1.--Records of Wells in Brazoria County--Continued
Casin Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks
pleted well (in.) unit surface surface lift water
(ft.) (ft.) datum
(ft.)
BH-81-04-804 T. J. Poole Redds Water Well 1970 587 4 105 C 5 5 Aug. 16, 1970 -- D Screen from 547 to 567 feet./
Service 2 587
05-104 A.B.C. Realty Co. Bigham Water Well & 1971 305 6 292 C 16 -- -- Sub,E P Screen from 292 to 305 feet.4/
Pump Service 4 305
320 City of Freeport, Layne-Texas Co. 1968 192 16 -- CU 5 88.5 Jan. 27, 1970 T,E P Screen from 150 to 180 feet.2/
well 2 10 192 49.5 Jan. 25, 1972 40
06-107 City of Freeport, do. 1968 258 16 -- CU 5 139 Jan. 31, 1969 T,E P Screen from 208 to 248 feet.2/
well 11 10 258 121.4 Jan. 17, 1973
108 Rodia Corp. B. J. Swinehart Co. 1971 319 6 166 C 5 60 May 1971 Sub,E D Screen from 166 to 186 feet. Reported
4 319 7 1/2 yield 114 gal/min with 17 feet drawdown
when drilled. Supplies small lake.j/
109 Dow Chemical Co. Bernard Patton Water 1969 229 2 1/2 147 C 5 95 Jan. 11, 1969 Sub,E Ind Screen from 218 to 226 feet./
Well Construction 2 229
110 do. L. Patterson, Inc. 1970 220 6 220 C 5 59 Jan. 27, 1970 Sub,E Ind Screen from 204 to 220 feet.j/
7 1/2
211 M. J. Lezak do. 1969 243 4 243 C 5 96 June 26, 1969 Sub,E P Screen from 222 to 243 feet. Reported3 yield 25 gal/min when drilled ./
603 S. N. Standley Oliver & Son Water Well 1970 401 4 307 C 5 17 Nov. 20, 1970 -- D Screen from 386 to 401 feet. Reported
Drilling Co. 2 401 yield 100 gal/min with 21 feet drawdownwhen drilled.1/
# See table 4 for chemical analyses of water from wells.
J/ See table 2 for drillers' logs of wells.






Owner: W. D. Smith



























Driller: Almeda Water Well Service
Soil and fill 3
Clay, white to red 11
Sand, fine, red 19











































Owner: C. J. Bird





















Owner: Sharon Plaza Nursery










Owner: Everett Construction Co.


















Owner: C. A. Kouch, Sr.









































































Owner: Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Driller: Lowry Water Wells

















Owner: Julues Cimar Hanzel
Driller: T. H. Weaver Water Well Service
Sod, black 2
Clay, red 15
Sand, fine, red 10
Clay, red . 65
Sand, fine, red 25
Clay, red, sandy 37
Sand, coarse white 26
Well BH-65-38-502
Owner: Dr. Boyle





Clay, red and orange








Owner: Dr. Kenneth Chambler
Driller: T. H. Weaver Water Well Service
Sod, sandy 2
Clay, red 15
Sand, fine silt 11
Clay, hard red 19
Sand, coarse white 11
Well BH-65-38-902
Owner: C. A. Rooth

















































































Owner: Gulf Oil Corp.










































































Clay, sandy and clay
C lay
Clay and sandy clay
Sand and sandy clay streaks
Clay, sandy and clay and
sand streaks
Sand, gravel and sandy clay
Sand, gravel and clay streaks
Sand, gravel and clay streaks
Clay, gray with sand and
gravel
Clay with sandy clay
Sand with clay streaks
Sand with sandy clay streaks
Clay, soft red
Sand with clay streaks
Clay, sandy with soft clay
streaks
Sand with clay streaks
Clay, sandy clay with sand
streaks
Clay, sand and sandy clay
Clay, sandy and few clay
streaks
Sand, gravel, clay and clay
streaks
Clay
Sand, gravel and sandy clay
streaks
Clay
Sand, gravel and clay streaks
Clay, sandy
Clay



























































Table 2.--Drillers' Logs of Wells in Brazoria County--Continued
THICKNESS DEPTH
(FEET) (FEET)
Well BH-65-44-906--Continued Well BH-65-
Owner: Charl
Clay and sandy clay 147 591 Driller: Katy Dr
Sand, sandy clay and clay 148 739 Clay
Sand 52 791 Sand
Clay, sand and gravel 11 802 Clay
Sand 18 820 Sand
Clay, sandy with sand streaks 14 834 Clay
Sand 35 869 Sand
Clay, sandy with fine gravel 16 885 Clay
Well BH-65-45-110
Owner: Rex C. Bailey
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.










Driller: T. H. Weaver Water Well Service
Grass roots and sod 2
Clay, white 15
Clay, white, sandy 3
Clay, red 40
Sand, fine red 20
Shell and sand stone 42
Clay, red 36


















































































Owner: T. S. Greenwald





























































































































Owner: Varner Creek Municipal Utility District








Shale and sandy shale 94 243
Shale 27 270
Shale, sandy and sand 30 300
Shale 46 346
Sand 20 366
Shale, sandy and sand 25 391
Shale 36 427


























Driller: B&P Drilling Contractors
Soil, surface 3 3
Clay 69 72
Sand 11 83










Sand, coarse and fine gravel 42
Clay, blue 17









































Owner: Varner Creek Municipal Utility District










































































































Owner: Superior Building Co.










Owner: Harkins Drilling Co.
Driller: Joe Ferguson Water Well Drilling
Surface soil 18
Sand, fine red 50
Clay, red 48
Sand, fine white 8.
Clay, gray 71
Sand, coarse blue 6
Clay, gray 135
Sand, fine gray 22
Well BH-65-55-202
Owner: Amoco Chemical Corp.
Driller: Texas Water Wells, Inc.





























































Owner: Amoco Production Company
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay, topsoil 30
Clay 5
Sand and gravel 17









Owner: J. A. King
Driller: Industrial Drillers
Surface and red clay 37
Shale, sandy and clay, red 31







































































Owner: Tom J. Tigner
















Owner: City of Richwood
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Surface, caly 126





































Owner: City of Lake Jackson, Well 8





















Owner: City of Lake Jackson, Well 9














































































Owner: City of Lake Barbara
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.








Owner: I. G. Audish Construction Co.












Sand, fine grains 2
Shale 19
Sand, fine grains 14
Shale 63





















































Owner: Amoco Chemical Corp.
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.










Owner: Amoco Chemical Corp.
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.










































Owner: Amoco Chemical Corp.




















Owner: Amoco Chemical Corp.
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.
Soil and clay 21 21
Sand 9 30
Shale 73 103







Owner: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Driller: Birdwell Water Well Service
Clay
Sand





















Owner: Arcadia Water Co. Key Largo Subdivision
Driller: Joe. Ferguson Water Well Drilling
Sand, surface 18 18
Clay, red 58 76
Sand, fine red 7 83
Clay, red 25 108
Sand, coarse white 6 114
Clay, gray 7 121
Sand, coarse white 35 156
Clay, gray 82
Sand, fine white 23
Clay, brown 18
Sand, coarse white 16
Limestone 3
Sand, medium white 22
Well BH-65-64-402
Owner: W. T. Nutt, Treasure Island




















































Clay and sandy streaks 39
Well BH-81-04-804
Owner: T. J. Poole










Owner: A.B.C. Realty Co.




























































Sand, coarse white 23 186
Clay 75 261
Sand, fine 8 269
Clay 50 319
Well BH-81-06-l09
Owner: Dow Chemical Co.

























Owner: Dow Chemical Co.
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.





















Owner: M. J. Lezak
Driller: L. Patterson, Inc.
Soil, surface 24













Table 2.--Drillers' Logs of Wells in Brazoria County--Continued
THICKNESS DEPTH THICKNESS DEPTH
(FEET) (FEET) (FEET) (FEET)
Well BH-81-06-603
Owner: S. N. Standley
Driller: Oliver & Son Water Well Drilling Co.
Beach sand 12 12
Clay, red 27 39
Clay, blue 83 122
Sand, fine 17 139
Clay, blue 2 141
Sand, fine 17 158
Clay, blue 6 164
Sand, fine beach 15 179
Clay, blue 52 231
Clay, light red 54 285
Sand, fine 8 293
Clay, blue 87 380
Sand, white 21 401
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Table 3.--Water Levels in Wells in Brazoria County




Owner: C. H. Alexander
Elevation: 51
Feb. 19, 1969 186.22
Sept. 8 183.90
Dec. 8 182.82
Feb. 3, 1970 182.41
Feb. 9, 1971 186.70
Sept. 8 186.20












Owner: Texaco, Inc., Well 3
Elevation: 59
Jan. 22, 1968 19.78
Jan. 27, 1969 18.77
Jan. 21, 1970 17.02
Aug. 10 19.07
Aug. 9, 1971 18.97
Jan. 25, 1972 19.87
Well BH-65-30-901
Owner: C. H. Alexander
Elevation: 50
Feb. 9, 1968 176.55
Feb. 3, 1970 188.7
Feb. 9, 1971 192.1




Jan. 22, 1968 173.30
Jan. 30, 1969 178.52


























































































































































Owner: Stanolind Oil & Gas Co.
Elevation: 23
Jan. 22, 1968 8.72
Jan. 28, 1970 9.79
Aug. 12, 1971 10.07
Aug. 15, 1972 8.27
Well BH-65-46-610
Owner: Kelso Building Materials
Company
Elevation: 15
Jan. 25, 1967 66.64
Aug. 11 66.67
Jan. 22, 1968 67
Aug. 5 68.33
Jan. 27, 1969 68.77
Jan. 22, 1970 69.57
Jan. 19, 1972 73.24
Aug. 9 74.71




Jan. 26, 1968 5.73
Aug. 6 4.87
Jan. 29, 1969 5.11
Aug. 14 4.64
Jan. 22, 1970 5.81
Aug. 11 - 5.57




Jan. 26, 1968 55.69
Jan. 29, 1969 45.11
Jan. 28, 1970 56.68
Jan. 13, 1971 46.06
Jan. 26, 1972 48.50














































































































































Jan. 28, 1970 48.24
Jan. 21, 1972 55.1
Aug. 11 58.81
Aug. 9, 1973 55.29
Well BH-65-51-901
Owner: City of West Columbia
Well 1
Elevation: 34
Jan. 27, 1972 54.31
Jan. 26, 1973 53




Jan. 29, 1969 75.10
Aug. 15 74.33
Jan. 21, 1970 73.66
Aug. 10 74.68
Jan. 21, 1971 78.25
Aug. 9 78.13




































Jan. 28, 1969 81.78
Aug. 15 80.89
Jan. 21, 1970 79.29
Aug. 10 81.48
Jan. 13, 1971 84.98
Aug. 9 84.97
Jan. 20, 1972 82.87
Aug. 14 85.53
Jan. 19, 1973 87.83
Aug. 7 90.64
Well BH-65-54-01
Owner: Brazoria County WC&ID No.
Elevation: 23
May 24, 1967 22.9
Jan. 19, 1972 26




Jan. 27, 1969 4.79
Jan. 22, 1970 6.26
Jan. 13, 1971 5.29
Jan. 19, 1972 6.13
Jan. 18, 1973 5.11
Jan. 16, 1974 4.07
Well BH-65-54-407
Owner: J. M. Skrabanek
Elevation: 14
Jan. 25, 1968 60.46
Aug. 12 61.57
Jan. 27, 1969 62.67
Aug. 14 64.57
Jan. 22, 1970 65.34
Aug. 11 66.68
Jan. 13, 1971 67.32
Aug. 11 68.24
Jan. 19, 1972 69.35
Aug. 15 69.99




Aug. 7, 1973 72.06





Aug. 12, 1968 20.97
Jan. 31, 1969 23.83
Jan. 22, 1970 21.48
Jan. 20, 1971 21.15
Aug. 11 23.45
Jan. 26, 1972 22.07
Aug. 14 21.64
Jan. 17, 1973 21.06
Aug. 6 20.78
Jan. 16, 1974 19.97
Aug. 9 21.33
Well BH-65-58-606
Owner: Phillips Petro. Co.
Well 9-T
Elevation: 37
Mar. 18, 1968 41.45
May 20 40.52






Apr. 1, 1970 39.20
Oct. 27 35
Dec. 31 39.65
Jan. 28, 1971 36.5
Apr. 13, 1970 45.73
June 4, 1971 45.70
Jan. 31, 1972 36.80
Mar. 26 37
- 21 -




Owner: Phillips Petro Co. TW-3
Elevation: 36















Sept. 19, 1970 32.60
Well BH-65-59-406
Owner: Phillips Petro Co. Well 6-d
Elevation: 36
Jan. 26, 1968 39.08
Sept. 9 56
Oct. 28 52
Jan. 30, 1969 49.61
May 19 45
June 16 52




Aug. 12, 1971 52.68
Mar. 26, 1972 48
Well BH-65-59-410
Owner: Phillips Petro Co. TW-2
Elevation: 34








Oct. 28, 1968 43.94
Nov. 25 51.42
Dec. 30 50.53














Jan. 28, L971 38.35
Apr. 13 59.80
Well BH-65-59-411
Owner: Phillips Petro Co. TW-l
Elevation: 35






























ov. 26, 1969 38.82
an. 28, 1970 33.20
ug. 12 37.22
ept. 19 34.80
ug. 11, 1972 36.62
an. 19, 1973 40.65
ug. 9 36.17
an. 18, 1974 33.78
ug. 8 . 45.76
Well BH-65-59-413
Owner: Phillips Petro Co.
Well 6-b
Elevation: 36
an. 26, 1968 37.86
ug. 6 39.27
an. 30, 1969 48.42
ug. 15 56.65
an. 28, 1970 38.49
ug. 12 48.81
an. 21, 1971 50.69
ug. 12 51.54
an. 21, 1972 52.35
ug. 11 48.46
an. 19, 1973 51.24
ug. 9 45.46
an. 18, 1974 30.68
ug. 8 59.55
Well BH-65-59-414
Owner: Phillips Petro Co.
Well 6-a
Elevation: 36
an. 26, 1968 26.22
an. 31, 1969 31.05
an. 28, 1970 24.76
ug. 12 30.75
an. 21, 1971 29.34
ug. 12 30.42
Fan. 21, 1972 30.51
ug. 11 31.37






































Jan. 26, 1968 9.54
Jan. 28, 1969 9.77
Jan. 28, 1970 9.91
Jan. 21, 1971 11.17
Aug. 12 9.90
Jan. 21, 1972 .6.86
Aug. 11 8.77
Jan. 19, 1973 6.63
Aug. 9 7.57
Jan. 18, 1974 6.37
Aug. 8 5.27
Well BH-65-59-803
Owner: City of Sweeny Well 1
Elevation: 34
June 12, 1956 56
Sept. 7, 1967 50.60
May - 1972 50
Sept. 5 49
Nov. 10 41
Jan. 19, 1973 46
Aug. 27 46
Dec. 7 37
Jan. 18, 1974 44
Well BH-65-59-804
Owner: City of Sweeny Well 2
Elevation: 32
Nov. 27, 1960 57
June 30, 1967 72




Aug. 27, 1973 47
Dec. 7 41




Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-ll
Elevation: 20





















































































































Owner: Dow Chemical Co.
Elevation: 20
Aug. 7, 1961 43
Dec. 31, 1968 34.2
Jan. 30, 1969 33.4
July 28 33.2
















Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 4
Elevation: 18
Jan. 25, 1968 69.81
Jan. 19 71.5
July 18 38.5





























Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 7
Elevation: 18
Sept. 25, 1969 70.5





July 29, 1971 91.3
Sept. 28 82
Dec. 28 86.3










Mar. 28, 1974 90.2
July 29 97,4
Well BH-65-61-801
Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 5
Elevation: 12
Jan. 19, 1968 66
July 18 58.4












Dec. 22, 1970 70

















Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 6
Elevation: 12
Jan. 25, 1968 67.04
Jan. 19 65.4
July 18 58.7





























Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 3
Elevation: 12
Jan. 19, 1968 40













Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 2
Elevation: 13
Jan. 19, 1968 38.5
July 18 38.3













Sept. 28, 1971 39.7
Dec. 2 41.5
Well BH-65-61-806
Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-10
Elevation: 14







































































Owner: City of Lake Jackson, Well 8
Elevation: 14
Nov. 30, 1972 90
Dec. 27 91.4








Dec. - 1973 90.8




Owner: City of Lake Jackson
Well 9
Elevation: 14
Oct. 31, 1972 96
Nov. 30 89
Dec. 27 89












Sept. 7, 1967 30.36
Jan. 28,. 1969 28.23
Jan. 27, 1972 30.46
Aug. 11 32.11
Jan. 26, 1973 31.46
Aug. 10 33.98
Jan. 18, 1974 31.74
Aug. 8 35.07
Well BH-81-05-303
Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-12
Elevation: 7






















































Nov. 29, 1968 50.3
Dec. 31 50.2































































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-8
Elevation: 7























































































































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-9
Elevation: 7

















































































































Dec. - 1973 67.7







Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW 7
Elevation: 8













































































Sept. 29, 1970 63.8
Oct. 30 61.6
Dec. 2 63.3











































Owner: City of Freeport
Well 12
Elevation: 5
Jan. 27, 1970 88.50
Jan. 20, 1971 90.57
Jan. 25, 1972 49.51
Well BH-81-05-601
Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-17
Elevation: 15



























































































































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-13
Elevation: 14



































Nov. 25, 1969 148.2
Dec. 26 143.5










































Sept. - 1973 159.1
Oct. - 154.7
Nov. - 153.2






Owner: City of Freeport Well 4
Elevation: 6
Jan. 25, 1972 141.67
Aug. 11 149.27
Jan. 17, 1973 119.23
Jan. 17, 1974 142.80
Well BH-81-06-107
Owner: City of Freeport Well 11
Elevation: 4
Jan. 31, 1969 139
Jan. 27, 1970 146.12
Jan. 20, 1971 124.97
Jan. 25, 1972 143
Jan. 17, 1973 121.40
Well BH-81-06-405
Owner: City of Freeport Well 8
Elevation: 5
Jan. 25, 1972 130.9
Jan. 17, 1973 120.55
Jan. 17, 1974 128.20
Well BH-81-06-406
Owner: City of Freeport Well 6
Elevation: 5
Jan. 31, 1969 128.2
Jan. 27, 1970 149.01
Jan. 20, 1971 141.58
Jan. 25, 1972 147.10
Jan. 17, 1973 142.15







































































































































































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-7b
Elevation: 7
Nov. 30, 1967 155.6
Dec. 28 137.6






































































Jan. 17, 1974 136.11
Mar. 29 130
Aug. 7 141.14




Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-3
Elevation: 5
Nov. 30, 1967 138.1



































Jan. 29, 1971 128.5
Feb. 24 144.9
-33-













































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-2
Elevation: 4























Dec. 26 . 127





























































Owner: Dow Chemical Co. TW-1
Elevation: 8








































































Table 4.--Chemical Analyses of Water from Wells in Brazoria County
When no potassium (K) is reported, sodium and potassium are calculated and reported as sodium (Na)
Wate-bearing units: C, Chicot aquifer; CU, Upper unit of Chicot aquifer; CL, Lower unit of Chicot aqu: fer
DIS- DIS- DIS-
DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED RE- SODIUM
DEPTH DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED NITRITE ORTHO DIS- SOLIDS SIDUAL AD- SPECIFIC
OR WATER SOLVED SOLVED MAN- CAL- MAGNE- SOLVED POTAS- BICAR- CAR- SUL- CHLO- FLU- PLUS POS- SOLVED (SUM OF HARD- PER- SODIUM SORP- CONDUCT- TEM-
WELL OWNER PRODUCING BEARING SILICA IRON GANESE CIUM SIUM SODIUM SIUM DONATE DONATE FATE RIDE RIDE NITRATE PHORUS BORON CONSTI- NESS CENT CAR- TION ANCE PEA-




) (SO4) (CL) (F) (N) (P) (B) TENTS cameM) SODIUM BONATE RATIO (MICRO- PH TRE
(FT) (MG/L) (UG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (NE/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (RSC) (SAR) MHOS) UNITS) (C)
1/BH-65-44-906 Texas Department 650-870 CL 11-9-72 14 2/ 240 3/ 30 33 8.0 170 -- 284 0 0.0 180 4/0.5 0.14 -- -- 540 120 76 2.35 6.8 960 7.7 --
HE Corrections
Ramsey Unit





1/ 52-708 Varner Creek 90-202 CU 11-15-72 19 2/3,100 3/ 160 140 36 200 -- 678 0 86 190 4/ .4 .23 -- -- 995 490 47 1.37 3.9 1,660 7.1 --
Municipa Util-ity District
Well I
1/ 54-104 Brazoria County 160-230 CU 8-11-70 13 2/ 110 -- 49 24 190 -- 453 0 2.0 190 -- -- -- -- 694 220 66 3.01 5.6 1,230 7.7 --
WC&ID No. 4
Danbury
5/ 55-202 Amoco Chemical 750-838 C 3-6-69 14 300 20 10 3.0 210 -- 415 0 .0 260 1.1 .02 -- -- 693 38 92 6.03 15 1,440 8.0 --
Corp.
6/ 62-407 do 267-286 C 8-4-72 24 0 -- 7.0 16 340 -- 652 0 21 120 -- -- -- -- 853 83 90 9.02 16 -- 7.6 --
6/ 409 do 259-278 C 8-22-72 10 0 -- 6.0 17 190 -- 628 0 150 140 -- -- -- -- 815 85 83 8.60 8.6 - 7.1 --
1/ Analyzed by Edna Wood Laboratories
2/ Total iron (Fe)
3/ Total manganese (Mn)
4/ Total fluoride (F)
5/ Analyzed by Curtis Laboratories






























































* CURRENT OBSERVATION WELL




-0- DOMESTIC OR LIVESTOCK WELL
602 NUMBER -- Corresponds to well number
given in Tables 1-4
O 2 4 4MLES
"i 4 9 6 0 5 KQL0MFTER9 Figure 1
Locations of Wells in Brazoria County
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Table 5.--Records of Wells in Fort Bend County
Water levels : Reported water levels given in feet; measured water levels given in feet and tenths.
Method of lift and type of power: E, electric; G, gasoline, butane, or diesel engine; Na, natural gas; Sub, submersible; T, turbine. Number indicates horsepower.
Use of water : D, domestic; Ind, industrial; Irr, irrigation; P, public supply; N, none.
Water-bearing unit : C, Chicot aquifer; CL, lower unit of Chicot aquifer; E, Evangeline aquifer.
Casino TWater level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks


























John L. Dore Co.
Ft. Bend County WC&ID
No. 4








Texas Instruments, Inc. Layne-Texas Co.































































































































































































Casing slotted from 156 to 583 feet.
Reported yield 3,024 gal/min with 53 feet
drawdown when drilled.!/
499 feet of slotted pipe between 191 and
711 feet. Reported yield 3,351 gal/min
with 206 feet drawdown when drilled.1/
Casing slotted from 240 to 843 feet.
Reported yield 4,150 gal/min with 202
feet drawdown when drilled.!/
Casing slotted from 250 to 914 feet.
Reported yield 3,260 gal/min with 213
feet drawdown when drilled./
412 feet of slotted pipe between 174 and
642 feet. Reported yield 3,250 gal/min
with 198 feet drawdown when drilled.
Test hole drilled to 803 feet.!/
Casing slotted from 251 to 760 feet.
Reported yield 3,130 gal/min with 183
feet drawdown when drilled.4/
Casing slotted from 160 to 350 feet.
Reported yield 1,160 gal/min with 115
feet drawdown when drilled.
Screen from 462 to 542 feet.1/
150 feet of screen between 1,305 and
1,760 feet. Reported yield 457 gal/min
with 56 feet drawdown when drilled./
200 feet of screen between 920 and 1,610
feet. Reported yield 1,277 gal/min with
44 feet drawdown when drilled.j/
200 feet of screen between 720 and 1,015
feet. Reported yield 1,235 gal/min with
57 feet drawdown when drilled./
Screen from 440 to 452 feet.4/
Screen from 357 to 377 feet.!/
155 feet of screen between 690 and 1,005
feet. Reported yield 765 gal/min with











Table 5.--Records of Wells in Fort Bend County--Continued
Casin Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks



















































T. C. Bussell & Son
American Drilling Co.





































































































































































180 feet of screen between 750 and 1,028
feet. Reported yield 1,023 gal/min with
39 feet drawdown when drilled ./
Casing slotted from 223 to 793 feet.
Reported yield 4,300 gal/min with 217
feet drawdown when drilled.j/
Casing slotted from 200 to 770 feet.
Reported yield 4,300 gal/min with 163
feet drawdown when drilled.l/
323 feet of slotted casing. Reported
yield 3,263 gal/min with 72 feet drawdown
when drilled ./
Screen from 319 to 329 feet ./
123 feet of slotted casing between 33 and
184 feet. Reported yield 1,067 gal/min
with 28 feet drawdown when drilled.
Regulates lake level.I/
Screen from 205 to 215 feet./
Screen from 240 to 280 feet.4/
Casing slotted from 65 to 85 feet.
Supplies lake.1/
199 feet of screen between 519 and 884
feet. Reported yield 1,100 gal/min with
62 feet drawdown when drilled./
140 feet of screen between 770 and 1,020
feet. Reported yield 1,100 gal/min with
94 feet drawdown when drilled ./
Supplies golf course and swimming pool.4/
Screen from 94 to 104 feet. Supplies
lake.4/
172 feet of screen between 632 and 1,068
feet. Reported yield 1,266 gal/min when
drilled.








Table 5.--Records of Wells in Fort Bend County--Continued
Casing Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks

















See footnotes at end of table.




B. J. Swinehart Co.
Almeda Water Well
Service








































































































































































































120 feet of screen between 1,020 and
1,185 feet. Reported yield 524 gal/min
with 85 feet drawdown when drilled.1/
202 feet of screen between 620 and 1,056
feet. Reported yield 1,500 gal/min with
41 feet drawdown when drilled.j/
Screen from 540 to 560 feet.4/
140 feet of screen between 766 and 1,035
feet. Reported yield 1,100 gal/min with
87 feet drawdown when drilled.l/
Screen from 579 to 595 feet.I/
Screen from 345 to 365 feet ._/
Screen from 581 to 596 feet.j/
19 feet of screen between 441 and 468
feet .j/
80 feet of screen between 900 and 1,045
feet. Reported yield 323. gal min with
34 feet drawdown when drilled. Test hole
drilled to 1,214 feet.I/
102 feet of screen between 808 and 950
feet. Reported yield 351 gal/min when
drilled. Test hole drilled to 1,150 feet.
I/
Screen f om 512 to 566 feet. Reported
yield 205 gal/min with 99 feet drawdown
when drilled.4/
Casing slotted from 120 to 623 feet.
Reported yield 3,702 gal/min with 38
feet drawdown when drilled.1/2_/
Casing slotted from 170 to 591 feet.
Reported yield 3,088 gal/min with 44 feet
drawdown when drilled.I/2/
Casing slotted from 200 to 594 feet.
Reported yield 4,000 gal/min with 57 feet
drawdown when drilled ./
Nov. 1972
Sept. 13, 1969 T,E












Table 5.--Records of Wells in Fort Bdnd County--Continued
# See table 8 for chemical analyses of water from wells.
_/ See table 6 for drillers' logs of wells.
2/ See table 7 for water levels in wells.
N
Casin Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks
pleted well (in.) unit surface surface lift water
(ft.) (ft.) datum
(ft.)
JY-65-33-610 Alboa Grass Farm 0. T. Davis & Sons 1973 248 -- -- C 96 -- -- T,G Irr Casing slotted from 150 to 247 feet.j/
906 do. do. 1972 285 14 285 C 89 -- -- N N Casing slotted from 120 to 285 feet.
Well caved./
35-716. R. B. Hobbs Katy Drilling, Inc. 1972 630 20 360 C 72 90 Sept. 13, 1972 T,E Irr Casing slotted from 201 to 630 feet.
12 630 125 Reported yield 2,030 gal/min with 40
feet drawdown when drilled.1/
801 Jefferson Lake Sulphur do. 1969 507 20 310 C 67 115 Sept. 1969 Sub,E Ind Casing slotted from 317 to 507 feet.
Co., well 11 10 507 109.3 Apr. 18, 1972 Reported yield 1,012 gal/min with 161
feet drawdown when drilled4.1/
41-305 Anton Rychlik Crowell Drilling Co. 1973 510 14 250 C 76 -- -- T,Ng Irr Casing slotted from 210 to 510 feet./
12 510 150




Owner: Richard A. Woods
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay










































Owner: Stewart and Stevenson, Inc.



























































































Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Surface clay 19
Sand 21
Clay and sand 18
Sand 39
Clay 7
Sand and gravel 126
Clay and sand 22
Sand and rock 116
Clay 11
Sand and rock 10
Clay 63
Sand and rock 85
Clay 31
Sand and rock 81
Clay 123





























































































































































Owner: Stewart and Stevenson, Inc.






Sand, rocky with fine gravel 92
Clay 4
Sand with fine gravel 76
Clay 6
Sand, rocky with clay breaks 40
Clay and rocks 7
Sand, rocky 22
Clay, soft, with sand breaks 97










Sand and rock 14
Clay 35
Well JY-65-18-207
Owner: E. K. Sanders





































Sand and clay strips 45




















Sand and gravel, clay streaks
and rock streaks
Sand and gravel and clay streaks
Clay and sandy clay
Sand and gravel and clay streaks
Rock and clay streaks
Sandy clay and clay
Clay and gravel streaks
Sand stone and clay streaks
Clay and sandy clay
Clay and few gravel streaks
Clay and gravel
Clay and layers of gravel
Clay, sandy







































































Sand, fine and few hard
streaks
Clay and gravel


















Sand, coarse, fine gravel 52
Shale, blue 17
Sand, coarse and gravel 31
Shale, gray 82
Sand, sandy shale 49
Shale, sandy 17
Sand 21
Shale, brown and white 35
Sand and sandy shale 32
Shale and sand streaks 14
Sand and fine gravel 57
Shale 15
Sand and hard sand 58













































Well JY-65-19-90 4 -- Continued
26
Shale., hard layers and streaks of
sandy shale




Shale, sandy and sand streaks
Shale and sand streaks
Shale and hard sand streaks
Shale
Shale and sandy shale
Sand and sandy shale
Shale, sandy




Sand and sandy shale
Sand and streaks of shale
Sand, hard
Shale
Sand and sandy, shale, rock
and shale layers
Shale, blue and sand streaks
































































Owner: Fort Bend County WC&ID No. 2
Driller: Layne-Texas Co.
Clay and clay, sandy 33
Clay and sand streaks 82
Sand 10
Shale, hard 31
Shale, sandy and sand streaks 34










Sand and shale streaks 30
Shale 4





Sand and shale breaks 20
Shale 10
Sand and sandy shale 31
Rock and hard shale 5
Sand and sandy shale 15
Shale 13
Sand and shale breaks 56
Shale, sandy and sand 16
Shale 16
Sand and shale streaks 27









































Sand and shale streaks 46
Sand 53
Shale 7
Sand and gravel 120
Sand and gravel and shale 46
Shale, sandy and sand 18
Shale 104
Shale, sandy and sand streaks 33
Shale 78
Sand, shale and sand streaks 33
Sand (broken) 16
Shale, sandy and sand 18
Sand and sandy shale 21
Shale 25



































Shale and few sand streaks
Sand and shale streaks
Shale
Sand and shale streaks
Sand and fine gravel
Shale and sand streaks





























Shale, lime'and sand streaks 78
Sand, few shale and lime
streaks 90 1
Shale and lime streaks 102 1
Well JY-65-20-710
Owner: The Baylor Company
Driller: Ellis Water Well Drilling Co.
Soil, black 50






Gravel and sand 20
Clay, red and red shale 34
Sand, fine 7
Clay, red and red shale 105
Gravel and sand 39
Well JY-65-20-8O4
Owner: Weatherford Farm & Greenhouse, Inc.
Driller: Bryan Drilling Co.
Surface 4













































Owner: Texas Instruments, Inc.
Driller: Layne-Texas Co.
Soil, top and clay 15
Sand, fine, red 15
Clay, red 55
Sand and sandy clay 15
Sand and hard streaks 10
Clay, sandy and sand 28
Clay, sticky, red 27
Clay, sandy 29
Clay, sandy and sand 10
Clay, sandy and clay 21
Sand and clay streaks 68
Streaks of sand and shale 36
Sand 50
Streaks of sand and shale 43




Sand, coarse and gravel 88
Shale and sand streaks 25
Shale, sandy 19
Sand 24
Sand and streaks, shale 21
Shale and layers, sand 11
Sand-broken 35
Shale and sandy shale 14
Sand and streaks, shale 15
Sand and shale, sandy 16
Sand-broken 13
Shale and shale, sandy 41
Sand and shale, sandy 19
Shale 15








































Sand (broken) 21 911
Shale 17 928
Sand and shale breaks 21 949
Shale 2 951














Shale and sand streaks 40 386
Sand and shale 40 426
Sand 22 448
Sand and sandy shale 21 469
Shale 31 500
Sand. 12 512
Shale, sandy 10 522
Sand and shale streaks 34 556
Shale 7 563
Sand and shale streaks 24 587
Sand and gravel 55 642
Shale, hard and sandy 41 683
Sand and shale, sandy 18 701
Shale 33 734
Shale, sandy and sand 18 752

















Owner: Greenwald and Banfield


























































































































































































































































































Driller: Ellis Water Well Drilling
Topsoil, black 3
Soil, red, to gray clay 6
Sand, brown bank 24
Clay, red 3
Sand, coarse to gravel 41






















red and sand streaks
coarse to gravel
































Owner: Signal Oil Company
Driller: Lowry Water Wells
Surface and brown clay 4O
Gravel 17



































Owner: Brazos River Authority
Driller: Layne-Western Company, Inc.



















Owner: J. C. Wessendorff



































Owner: City of Cities Municipal Utility District

















Shale and sand streaks 33
Sand 58
Sand and shale streaks 30
Sand, hard and clay 30
Shale 11
Sand and shale streaks 20
Sand 12
Shale and sand streaks 48





Shale and sand 31
Sand, coarse 32
Shale, hard, coarse sand 31






















































Sand and clay streaks
Clay and sand streaks
Sand and clay breaks
Clay, sandy and sand streaks
Sand
Clay, sandy and clay
Sand and sandy clay
Shale
Sand
Shale and sandy shale
Shale, sandy and sand streaks
Sand and shale streaks
Shale
Sand and shale streaks
Shale, sandy










Shale and sand breaks
Sand and sandy shale and shale
breaks
Sand and shale breaks, few
Sand and lime layers, hard
Shale






































































Sand and shale breaks 85
Shale and sand breaks 35
Well JY-65-28-310
Owner: Willow Wisp Country Club







































Owner: R. T. Herrin










Owner: Thunderbird Municipal Utility District
Quail Valley
Driller: Texas Water Wells, Inc.
Clay and sand 120 12
Sand, fine grain 50 17
Shale, sandy 70 24
Shale 40 28
Shale and sand 40 32
Shale, sandy 50 37
Sand, with shale streaks 325 6
Lime streaks 35 73
Sand, with streaks of fine
gravel or coarse sand 410 1,14































Shale, sandy and sand
Shale
Sand and shale breaks
Shale and sandy shale


























































































Shale and sand streaks 11
Sand and sandy shale 21













Owner: Quail Valley Municipal Utility District
Well 2







Clay, sandy 16 121
















Shale ~~ 76 634
Sand 7 641










































Owner: Hurricane Steel Industries
Driller: Wellco Water Well Drilling Co.
Soil and clay 22
Sand 17




Sand, strips and clay 20
Clay 20
Sand 20
Clay and fine sand 20
Rock and clay 20
Clay 20
Sand and clay 20

































































Owner: Ridgemont Municipal Utility District
Mayfair Park, Well 1
Driller: Layne-Texas Co.
Clay 27 27
Clay, sandy 26 53
Sand 20 73
Sand and gravel 98 171
Clay and sand 23 194




Shale, sandy 16 326
Sand, broken 33 359
Shale 17 376
Sand and lime streaks. 22 398
Shale 29 427
Sand and lime streaks 56 483
Shale and sand streaks 63 546
Sand and gravel 19 565
Shale and sand streaks 75 640
Sand and shale, sandy 38 678

























Shale and sandy streaks
Sand
Shale and lime streaks
Rock /
Shale
















































Sand and gravel 76
Clay, red 8







Clay, red, blue 92
Sand, white 25
Well JY-65-29-517
Owner: WITCO Chemical Corporation




























Shale, sandy and sand streaks 59
Well JY-65-29-515
Owner: WITCO Chemical Corporation












Owner: Heat Exchangers, Inc.
Driller: Almeda Water Well Service
Soil































Table 6.--Drillers' Logs of Wells
THICKNESS DEPTH
(FEET) (FEET)





Driller: Almeda Water Well
Soil
Clay, red and gray
Sand, brown and white
Clay, blue
Sand, white












































Owner: Hudson Products Co.
Driller: Layne, Texas Co.
Topsoil
Sand
Sand, fine gravel and logs
Gravel and sand
Gravel, sand and clay streaks
Clay
Sand
Clay and sand streaks
Sand and fine gravel
Clay
Sand
Clay and sand streaks
Shale
Shale and sand streaks
Shale


































Owner: City of Beasley
Driller: Texas Water Wells, Inc.
Shale 12
Sand 18
Shale, red bed 31
Sand 32




Shale and sand streaks 20
Sand 32

















Owner: Kindleton-Prude Water Supply
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay 40















































Sand and gravel 34
Clay 10
Sand and gravel 30
Clay 10
Sand, streaks and clay 30
Sand streaks, clay 45
Shale, sandy 35




































































































































Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Topsoil and clay 10
Sand 30












































































Owner: Alboa Grass Farm

































Owner: Alboa Grass Farm







































Sand and gravel 25
Well JY-65-35-716
Owner: R. B. Hobbs
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.









Sand and rock 118
Clay and sand breaks 33
Sand and rock 21
Clay and sand breaks 10
Sand and rock 85
Clay 19
Sand and rock 41
Clay 6
Well JY-65-35-801
Owner: Jefferson Lake Sulfur Co.
Well 11
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Surface clay 31
Sand, shale breaks 71













































































































Table 7.--Water Levels in Wells in Fort Bend County






Mar. 6, 1970 99.70
Mar. 11, 1971 99.34
Mar. 5, 1973 105.20




Mar. 6, 1970 107.09
Mar. 11, 1971 102.71
Feb. 28, 1972 109.72
Mar. 5, 1973 109.88
Mar. 5, 1974 111.49
Well JY-65-10-703
Owner: P. V. Cook
Elevation: 140
Mar. 2, 1970 99.33
Mar. 11, 1971 100.68
Feb. 23, 1972 102.40
Mar. 5, 1973 103.60
Mar. 5, 1974 104.48
Well JY-65-17-201
Owner: Richard Woods, Well 3
Elevation: 157
Mar. 5, 1970 95.08
Mar. 10, 1971 96.83
Feb. 23, 1972 98.08
Mar. 5, 1973 99.92
Mar. 5, 1974 99.10
Well JY-65-17-204
Owner: Richard Woods, Well 2
Elevation: 157
Mar. 5, 1970 97.93
Mar. 10, 1971 99.58
Feb. 23, 1972 101.04
Mar. 5, 1973 101.52
Mar. 5, 1974 101.59
Well JY-65-17-404
Owner: Southern Pacific Railroad Co.
Elevation: 114
Jan. 29, 1970 60.32
Aug. 13 74.5
Jan. 18, 1972 61.68
Aug. 8 69.15
Jan. 23, 1973 55.90
Aug. 14 71
Jan. 16, 1974 62.6
Aug. 19 75.81
Well JY-65-18-101
Owner: C. C. Cardiff
Elevation: 142
Mar. 2, 1970 100.89
Mar. 11, 1971 101.08
Feb. 23, 1972 105.92
Mar. 5, 1973 104.30
Mar. 5, 1974 104.78
Well JY-65-18-103
Owner: C. C. Cardiff, Well 2
Elevation: 139
Mar. 2, 1970 99.52
Mar. 11, 1971 101.13
Feb. 23, 1972 102.72
Mar. 5, 1973 101.08




Mar. 2, 1970 95.40
Mar. 11, 1971 96.06
Feb. 23, 1972 98.06
Mar. 7, 1973 100.24
Mar. 5, 1974 100.66
Well JY-65-18-602
Owner: E. W. Gless
Elevation: 103 .
Mar. 2, 1970 82.18
Mar. 11, 1971 81.72
Feb. 23, 1972 86.48
Mar. 7, 1973 86.06










r. 2, 1970 82.23
r. 11, 1971 83.64
. 23, 1972 86.44
r. 8, 1973 85.41
Well JY-65-25-203
Owner: Duval Sulphur Company
Elevation: 115
r. -, 1960 55
. 18, 1972 45.07
Aug. 8 47.37
Jan. 23, 1973 47.8
Well JY-65-25-301
Owner: R. E. Smith
Averill Ranch, Well 1
Elevation: 111
Jan. 30, 1970 50.9
Jan. 11, 1971 51.4
Jan. 17, 1972 49.6
Aug. 8 51.5
Jan. 17, 1973 50.3
Well JY-65-25-302
Owner: R. E. Smith
Averill Ranch, Well 1
Elevation: 113
Jan. 30, 1970 52.5
Aug. 13 52.0
Jan. 11, 1971 50.5
Jan. 17, 1972 50.2
Jan. 17, 1973 50.8
Well JY-65-27-302
Owner: Fort Bend Utilities
Well 8
Elevation: 80
Jan. 30, 1971 188
Jan. 30, 1972 212
Oct. 21 217
Jan. 13, 1973 221
July 21 222






















Owner: Fort Bend Utilities
Well 9
Elevation: 80
an. 30, 1971 126
an. 30, 1972 145
ct. 21 150
an. 13, 1973 146
oly 21 146
an. 4, 1974 148
ay 19 147
Well JY-65-27-313
Owner: Fort Bend Utilities
Well 7
Elevation: 77
an. 30, 1972 153
ct. 21 152
an. 13, 1973 148
uly 21 152











































Jan. 16, 1973 135.07
Aug. 13 136.22





Jan. 30, 1970 124.7
Aug. 13 126.8
Jan. 11, 1971 128
Aug. 2 133.4
Jan'. 17, 1972 135
Aug. 7 138.8
Jan. 16, 1973 136.81
Aug. 13 137.5
Aug. 7, 1974 143.5
Well JY-65-28-803


























Owner: City of Houston, Mayfair Park
Elevation: 65
Oct. - 1960 152
Jan. 9, 1969 191.14
Jan. 16, 1973 212.51
Aug. 14 216.15



























Owner: Jack Wendt, Well 4
Elevation: 97
Jan. 29, 1968 42.17
Jan. 23, 1969 42.64
Jan. 29, 1970 43.66
Jan. 12, 1971 43.83
Jan. 17, 1972 44.74
Jan. 17, 1973 44.98




Jan. 17, 1973 40
Jan. 17, 1974 39.48
Well JY-65-33-503
Owner: Jack Wendt, Well 2
Elevation: 95
Jan. 29, 1970 41.27
Jan. 12, 1971 41.47
Jan. 17, 1972 42.17
Well JY-65-33-504
Owner: Jack Wendt, Well 1
Elevation: 95
Jan. 29, 1970 42.01
Jan. 12, 1971 42.13
Jan. 17, 1972 43.11
Jan. 17, 1973 43.04





















Jan. 17, 1973 45.23




Jan. 17, 1973 41.59
Jan. 17, 1974 41.13
Well JY-65-33-801
Owner: Jack Wendt, Well 3
Elevation: 92
Jan. 29, 1970 42.70
Jan. 12, 1971 42.74
Jan. 17, 1972 43.71




Jan. 19, 1965 76.9
Jan. 31, 1966 55.45
Jan. 29, 1968 61.73
Jan. 23, 1969 60.13
Jan. 29, 1970 62.32
Jan. 11, 1971 61.58
Jan. 17, 1972 62.49
Jan. 18, 1973 63.24
Jan. 16, 1974 65.44
Well JY-65-34-701
Owner: City of Needville
Well 1
Elevations 93
Oct. 26, 1955 51.56
June 27, 1960 62
Oct. 2, 1968 70.72
Jan. 18, .1972 63.66
Jan. 19, 1973 65.82





























































Owner: Houston Light & Power Co.
W. A. Parrish Plant, Well 1
Elevation: 74
Apr. - 1956 54
Aug. 4, 1972 100
Jan. 5, 1973 96
July 6 93
Jan. 4,- 1974 97
June 14 96
Well JY-65-35-303
Owner: Houston Light & Power Co.
W. A. Parrish Plant, Well 2
Elevation: 72
Apr. 16, 1956 63
Jan. 20, 1969 85.18
Aug. 4, 1972 100
Jan. 5, 1973 96
July 6 96
Jan. 4, 1974 96
June 14 95
Well JY-65-35-304
Owner: Houston Light & Power Co.
W. A. Parrish Plant, Well 3
Elevation: 70
Feb. 8, 1967 100
Aug. 4, 1972 100
Jan. 5, 1973 96
July 6 97
Jan. 4, 1974 102
June 14 101
Well JY-65-42-301
Owner: C. A. Danklefs
Elevation: 77
Jan. 29, 1970 23.82
Jan. 12, 1971 24.87
Jan. 17, 1972 23.02
Jan. 18, 1973 21.39
Jan. 17, 1974 20.52
Well JY-65-43-101
Owner: C. A. Danklef
Elevation: 76
Jan. 22, 1963 43.06
Jan. 29, 1968 74.82
Jan. 23, 1969 77.99
Jan. 29, 1970 73.64
Jan. 12, 1971 81.21
Jan. 17, 1972 77.74
Jan. 23, 1973 73.64






Table 7.--Water Levels in Wells in Fort Bend County--Continued





Jan. 29, 1970 70.86
Aug. 14 83.02
Jan. 12, 1971 69.11
Aug. 13 86.29
Jan. 17, 1972 69.07
Aug. 7 85.94
Jan. 23, 1973 71.28
Aug. 10 92.46
Jan. 17, 1974 72.21
- 63 -
Table 8.--Chemical Analyses of Water from Wells i Fort Bend County
When no potassium (K) is reported, sdium and potassium are calculated and reported as sodium (Na)
Wter-beaing units: C, Chicot aquifer; CL, Lower nit of he Chicot aquifer; E, Evangeline aquifer
DIS- DIS- DIS-
DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED RE- SODIUM
DEPTH DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED NI TE ORTHO DIS- SOLIDS SIDUAL AD- SPECIFI
OR WATER SOLVED SOLVED MAN- CAL- MAGNE- SOLVED POTAS- BICAR- CAR- SUL- CHLO- FLU- PLUS POS- SOLVED (SUM OF HARD- PER- SODIUM SORP- CONDUCT- TEM-
WELL OWNER PRODUCING BEARING SILICA IRON GANESE CIUM DSIM SODIUM SIUM BONATE DONATE FATE RIDE RIDE NITRATE PHORUS BORON CONSTI- NESS CENT CAR- TION ANCE FERA-
INTERVAL UNIT DATE (SIO) (FE) (MN) (CA) (MG) (NA) (K) (HCO) (COS) (SO4) (CL) (F) (N) (P) (B) TENTS (CA,MG) SODIUM BONATE RATIO (MICRO- PH TURE
(FT) (MG/L) (UG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (RSC) (SAR) MHOS) UNITS) (*C)
1/JY-65-19-601 John L. Dore Co. 462-542 C 5-20-68 21 3/ 80 -- 77 7.0 35 -- 253 0 8.0 57 -- -- -- -- 329 220 26 0.00 1.0 563 7.4 --
2/ 904 Ft. Bend County 1,305-1,760 E 8-21-69 14 3/ 300 -- 14 4.0 140 -- 278 0 19 73--- -- -- -- 399 51 85 3.53 8.4 690 8.1 --
WC&ID No. 4
2/ 20-708 Ft. Bend County 920-1,610 E 3-24-70 22 3/ 120 -- 48 8.0 46 -- 232 0 13 34 -- -- -- -- 285 150 40 .75 1.6 454 7.6 --
WC&ID No. 2








27-302 Ft. Bend 1,260-1,560 E 2-10-71 -- -- -- - - - -260 0 16 57 -- -- -- - -- 50 -- 3.26 -- 618 7.7 --
Utilities
302 As do E 2-2-72- -- ----- - - - - -- 254 0 -- 56 -- -- -- - -- 48 -- 3.20 -- 618 7.5 29.5
302 As As E 2-28-73 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 259 0 -- 59 -- --- -- -- -- 40 -- 3.27 -- 619 7.8 --
302 do do E 5-7-74--- - -- -- -- -- -- 254 - -- 58 -- -- - -4 3.20 -- 625 .0 --
303 do 503-865 CL,E 2-2-72-- --- -- --- -- -- 232 0 -- 58 -- -- - -- -- 210 -- .00 -- 579 7.1 --
313 do 501-721 CL 2-10-71--- -- -- -- -- -- 220 0 10 67 -- ----- - -- 200 -- .00 -- 574 7.4 --
313 do do CL 2-28-73 -- -- -- -- --. -- -- 222 0 -- 72 -- -- -- - -- 220 -- .00 -- 588 7.5 --
313 AU ds CL 5-7-74 --- - -- -- - -- -- 240 0 -- 74--- -- - -- -- 250 -- .00 -- 647 7.6 --














2/ 33-209 Hudson Products 900-1,045 E 8-27-70 16 3/ 120 -- 27 6.0 70 .-- 232 0 14 28 -- -- -- -- 275 92 62 1.96 3.2 475 8.0 --
Co.
1/ Analyzed by Microbiology Service Laboratories
2/ Analyzedby Edna Wood Laboratories
3/ Total iron (Fe)
4/ Total manganese (Mn)
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-0- DOMESTIC OR LIVESTOCK WELL
602 NUMBER--Corresponds to well number
given in Tables 5-8
Figure 2
Locations of Wells in Fort Bend County
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Table 9.--Records of Wells in Waller County
Water levels Reported water levels given in feet; measured water levels given in feet and tenths.
Method of lift and type of power: C, cylinder; E, electric; Na, natural gas; Sub, submersible; T, turbine; W, wind. Number indicates horsepower.
Use of water : D, domestic; Ind, industrial; Irr, irrigation; P, public supply; S, livestock.
Water-bearing unit : C, Chicot aquifer; E, Evangeline aquifer.
Casin Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks





















See footnotes at end of table.




























C. A. Petry Water Well
Drilling & Service
Katy Drilling, Inc.
B. J. Swinehart Co.
R&R Water Wells







































































































































































































Screen from 317 to 367 feet ./
Screen from 360 to 400 feet ./
101 feet of screen between 1,111 and
1,229 feet. Reported yield 406 gal/min
with 20-feet drawdown when drilled./
90 feet of screen between 490 and 720
feet. Reported yield 375 gal/min with
61 feet drawdown when drilled.%/
Screen from 110 to 150 feet.j/
Screen from 525 to 563 feet./
26 feet of screen between 354 to 399
feet.j/
Screen from 240 to 250 feet.i/
Screen from 235 to 245 feet./
Screen from 420 to 430 feet.l/
Screen from 186 to 196 feet ./
Screen from 217 to 227 feet.4/
Screen from 575 to 605 feet.1/
Screen from 182 to 192 feet ./
Screen from 230 to 236 feet.
Powered by windmill.
Screen from 160 to 170 feet ./
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Table 9.--Records or Wells in Waller County--Continued
Casin Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of. of Remarks

















See footnotes at end of table.

























































































































































































Screen from 260 to 270 feet.j/
Screen from 137 to 177 feet. Reported
yield 100 gal/min when drilled./
Screen from 91 to 126 feet.4/
Screen from 234 to 254 feet.4/
105 feet of screen between 440 and 575
feet. Reported yield 638 gal/min with
75 feet drawdown when drilled.j/
Screen from 246 to 256 feet.4/
Screen from 248 to 258 feet.4/
473 feet of screen between 358 and 831
feet. Reported yield 3,702 gal/min with
149 feet drawdown when drilled.4/
Measured yield 2,192 gal/min June 9,
1966.
577 feet of screen between 250 and 827
feet. Reported yield 2,565 gal/min with
94 feet drawdown. Test hole drilled to
1,001 feet./
Casing slotted from 220 to 989 feet.
Reported yield 2,964 gal/min with 102
feet drawdown when drilled.4/
646 feet of slotted pipe between 311 and
1,017 feet. Reported yield 3,004 with
111 feet drawdown when drilled.4/
531 feet of slotted pipe between 260 and
1,160 feet. Reported yield 2,360 gal/min
with 90 feet drawdown when drilled. Test
hole drilled to 1,357 feet./
459 feet of slotted pipe between 181 and
1,001 feet. Reported yield 2,000 gal/min
with 56 feet drawdown when drilled. Test

















Table 9.--Records of Wells in Waller County--Continued
_Casin__ Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks























J. V. Cardiff & Sons,
well 7






























































































































































































Casing slotted from 290 to 941 feet.
Reported yield 3,160 gal/min with 83 feet
drawdown when drilled./
Casing slotted from 271 to 1,077 feet.
Reported yield 2,873 gal/min with 39 feet
drawdown when drilled.l/
Casing slotted from 336 to 1,064 feet.
Reported yield 3,298 gal/min with 104
feet drawdown when drilled.1/2/
422 feet of slotted pipe between 266 and
909 feet./
Screen from 380 to 475 feet. Reported
yield 284 gal/min with 79 feet drawdown
when drilled.
Casing slotted from 191 to 760 feet.
Reported yield 2,680 gal/min with 99 feet
drawdown when drilled. Test hole drilled
to 903 feet. 4
Casing slotted from 280 to 800 feet.
Reported yield 2,565 gal/min with 94 feet
drawdown when drilled./
723 feet or slotted pipe. Reported yield
3,230 gal/min with 101 feet drawdown
when drilled.4/2/
Casing slotted from 373 to 848 feet.
Reported yield 2,118 gal/min with. 114
feet drawdown when drilled. Test hole
drilled to 946 feet.I/
336 feet of slotted casing. Reported
yield 2,539 gal/min with 142 feet draw-
down when drilled.1/
Casing slotted from 340 to 970 feet.
Reported yield 2,713 gal/min with 183
feet drawdown when drilled.4/
Casing slotted from 338 to 1,012 ft.
Reported yield 3,602 gal/min when
drilled .l/
Casing slotted from 304 to 988 feet.
Reported yield 3,200 gal/min with 220
feet drawdown when drilled ./








Table 9.--Records of Wells in Waller County--Continued
Casing Water level
Date Depth Diam- Depth Water- Altitude Above (+) or Date of Method Use
No. Owner Driller com- of eter (ft.) bearing of land below land measurement of of Remarks
pleted well (in.) unit surface surface lift water
(ft.) (ft.) datum
(ft.)
YW-65-10-409 Cecil Beckendorff Katy Drilling, Inc. 1968 662 -- -- E 162 95 Mar. 26, 1968 T Irr Reported yield 2,000 gal/min with 76 feetdrawdown when drilled./
66-08-405 Kay Wren Rhemann Water Well 1971 124 6 106 E 130 28 Mar. 20, 1972 Sub,E Irr Screen from 104 to 124 feet. Reported
Service 4 124 yield 200 gal/min when drilled. Supplies
small lake.j/
606 Charlie Morgan do. 1971 320 4 310 E 194 184 July 20, 1971 -- D Screen from 316 to 320 feet. Well used
2 320 for trailor house.]
16-304 Edward M. Hartman Pate Water Well Service 1970 93 4 93 E 155 40 Nov. 6, 1970 Sub,E D Screen from 83 to 93 feet._/
506 Will Thanheiser Ginn Drilling Co. 1970 78 4 78 E 129 20 May 6, 1970 C,W S Screen from 68 to 78 feet./
507 Alfred Haak do. 1971 210 4 210 E 144 49 Sept. 28, 1971 Sub,E S Screen from 200 to 210 feet/.1
1/2
# See table 12 for chemical analyses of water from wells.
J/ See table 10 for drillers' logs of wells.
2/ See table 11 for water levels in wells.













































Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
Sand, white; clay and brown sand 30
Clay and white sand 20
Clay and white sand 20
Sand and clay 20
Clay, red 20
Clay and sand bed 20
Clay, red 20
Clay and sand bed 20
Sand, rocks 'and clay 20
Sand, rock and clay 20
Clay 40
Gumbo 20




































Rocks and gumbo 20
Rocks and sand 20
Sand and gravel 20
Sand and clay 20
Well YW-59-64-206














Sand and shale streaks 39
Rock 1









Sand and shale streaks 14
Sand 31
Shale 11
Shale and sand streaks 84































































































Owner: City of Hempstead, Well 4
Driller: Layne-Texas Co.
Topsoil
Clay with streaks of sand
Clay, sandy with hard streaks
Sand with hard streaks
Clay with sand streaks













































Sand and sandy clay with
hard streaks
Clay
Sand with sandy clay
Clay
Sand and sandy clay
Clay with sandy clay
Clay with streaks of sand
Rock
Sand with sandy clay and
hard streaks
Clay, sandy and clay
Sand
Clay
Sand with streaks of clay
Clay with sandy clay
Sand with streaks of clay
Clay
Sand with streaks of clay
Clay with streaks of sand and
sandy clay
Sand with sandy clay
Clay
Sand with clay breaks
Clay with sandy clay
Clay, sandy with streaks of
sand and gravel
Sand






















































































































































Owner: J. C. Robinson, Robinwood Subdivision













Clay and rock 18
Sand, fine 23








Owner: J. B. Lloyd
Driller: R&R Water Wells








Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
Clay and white sand 20
Sand and yellow clay 20
Clay 20
Clay 20
Clay and rocks 20
Rock, hard and white clay 20
Clay 20
Gumbo, white 20
Rock, shale and clay 20
Clay 20








































Owner: J. B. Ray














Gumbo and hard rock


























Owner: J. B. Ray
Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
Clay and brown sand 20
Sand and clay 20
Clay, sand 20
Clay 20
Sand and clay streaks 20
Clay and rock 20
Clay 20
Sand 56






Owner: D. A. Stokes











































Owner: Star of Hope Mission
Driller: Lowry Water Wells













Shale and sand and broken
sand rock 144


















































Owner: George H. Frazier


















Owner: J. J. Eaves




















Owner: C. R. Brown & R. B. Hyde, Jr.









Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
id and gravel 20




























Owner: W. D. Davis
Driller: Almeda Water Well Service
Soil, sandy 3
Clay, white 5
Clay and rock streaks 8




Sand, light brown 18
Clay, brown 15
Sand, light brown 20
Clay, light red 36























Sand and gravel with
streaks of sandy clay
C lay
Clay, sandy and clay
Sand with clay streaks
Clay














































Sand with clay and hard
streaks 5
Clay, sandy with streaks of
sand 44
Clay and sandy clay
Rock





Clay and sandy clay
Sand and hard streaks
Streaks, hard
Sand with clay streaks
Clay, sandy
Clay
Clay, sandy with clay
Sand with hard streaks of clay
Clay, sandy
Sand with streaks of clay
Clay
Sand and clay streaks
Clay
Sand with clay streaks
Clay
Sand with clay streaks
Clay


































Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
Clay















































Driller: C. A. Petry Water Well Drilling
and Service
ad and brown clay 20
ad and gravel 20
























Owner: Pfeffer and Son Farms
















































Sand and rock 24
Clay 46




Sand and rock 16
Clay 43
Sand and rock 19
Clay 28
Sand and rock strips 109
Rock, hard 3
Sand and strips of hard rock 54
Shale, hard 21
Sand and rock 21
Well YW-65-01-815
Owner: A. Bollinger










Sand and rock 67
Clay 50
Sand and rock 10
Clay 25
Sand and rock 66
Clay 24
Sand and rock 31
Clay 41







































Sand and rock 9
Clay 42
Sand and rock 10
Clay 17
Sand and rock 11
Clay 20
Sand and rock 26
Clay 7
Sand and rock 75
Clay 16
Sand and rock 33
Clay 39
Sand and rock 10
Clay 12
Sand and rock 10
Clay 10
Sand and rock 20
Clay 73
Well YW-65-01-816











































































Clay with sand breaks 31
Sand and rock 30
Clay 27
Sand and rock 86
Clay with sand breaks 3
Sand and rock 46
Clay 20
Sand and rock 27
Clay 31
Sand and rock 18
Clay 38
Sand and rock 36
Clay 13
Well YW--65-01-817
Owner: G. P. -Nelson



















































































































































































































Shale, sandy and sand
Shale and sandy shale
Shale, sandy
Sand and hard layers
Shale, sandy






































































































hard shale (broken) 27.
sandy shale 31
ndy and sand 30











rd and lime 26.
ndy 12














Clay, sandy and sand 29
Clay 10
Sand and gravel 57
Gravel 15









































Gravel and sandy clay
Clay
Clay, sandy and sand streaks
Sand and lime
Clay















Sand and sandy shale
Shale
Sand, sandy shale and lime
Shale
Shale, hard sandy
Sand, hard and lime
Shale and sandy shale
Hard shale and lime
Shale and sandy shale
Sand







































































Owner: G. E. Longenbaugh




































































Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Sand, surface and clay







Clay and light sand streaks







































































Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay with sand breaks 49 49
Sand and gravel 99 148
Clay 9 157
Sand, rock 34 191
Clay (tough) 21 212











































































































































































Owner: City of Pattison
Driller: Pomykal Drilling Co.
Clay 30
Sand and gravel 65



















































































Owner: J. D. Woods







Shale and sand strips
Rock strips and shale
Sand












































Clay and rocky strips 3
Sand 57
Sand with hard strips 6
Clay 87
Well YW-65-09-616
Owner: J. V. Cardiff & Sons, Well 7
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay and sand 63
Sand 57
Gravel 20
Sand and gravel 10
Sand and hard streaks 90
Clay 110
Sand and limerock 25
Clay with light breaks 35






Sand with clay breaks 40
Sand and rocks 5
Clay 97
Sand, rocky 23
Clay with sand breaks 99
Sand 21





















































Owner: J. V. Cardiff & Sons






























































Owner: J. D. Woods























Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.





Sand and gravel 29
Clay 15
Sand and limerock 116
Clay 65





Sand and rock 43
Clay (tough) 32
Sand and rock 31
Clay (tough) 17
Sand and rock 12
Clay (tough) 19
Sand and rock 13
Clay (tough) 37
Clay with sand strips 19
Sand (rocky) 16
Clay 28



















































Owner: B. F. Metzger
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Surface clay 60
Clay and sand strips 11
Sand and gravel 78
Rocks 40
Sand (rocky) 7
Sand (rock hard) 26
Sand 25
Clay 81














Sand and rock 29
Clay 26

































































Owner: B. F. Metzger
Driller: Katy Drilling, Inc.
Clay, surface 69
Sand and gravel 86








Sand and rock 47
Clay 43
Sand and rock 98
Clay 9
Sand and rock 64
Clay 33
Sand and rock 18
Clay 14















































































































































Owner: Edward M. Hartman
Driller: Pate Water Well Service
Clay, red 32




Sand, gravel and rock 28
Well YW-66-16-506
Owner: Will Thanheiser
Driller: Ginn Drilling Co.
Soil, black top 1
Clay, red 11
Limestone 1
















































Table ll.--Water Levels in Wells in Waller County

















































































Owner: Lynn Hebert, Well 2
Elevation: 188
Mar. 7, 1967 72.49
Mar. 8, 1968 74.25
Mar. 18, 1969 70.55
Mar. 4, 1970 78.56
Mar. 9, 1971 79.08
Feb. 28, 1972 80.73
Mar. 7, 1973 79.56
Well YW-65-01- 502











Owner: R. Bollinger & Sons
Elevation: 195
21, 1966 83.9
. 7, 1967 73.30
28 89.6
. 8, 1968 75.7
. 19 85.2
. 18, 1969 74.6
4, 1970 76.6
9, 1971 79.5



















































































































Owner: L. E. Morrison
Elevation: 173
Mar. 3, 1967 94.13
Mar. 8, 1968 96.86
Mar. 19, 1969 98.69
Mar. 3, 1970 100.86
Mar. 11, 1971 102.39
Feb. 23, 1972 104.25
Mar. 7, 1973 105.03
Mar. 5, 1974 105.35'
Well YW-65-09-307
Owner: T. B. Tucker
Elevation: 176
Nov. 21, 1966 95.03
Mar. 9, 1967 92.27
Mar. 8, 1968 95.45
Mar. 18, 1969 96.44
Mar. 4, 1970 98.77
Mar. 11, 1971 100.03
Feb. 23, 1972 100.86
Mar. 8, 1973 101.55
Mar. 5, 1974 101.98
Well YW-65-09-509
Owner: J. V. Cardiff & Sons
Well 6
Elevation: 167
Mar. 15, 1966 97.95
Mar. 3, 1967 93.80
Mar. 13, 1968 96.81
Mar. 19, 1969 97.50
Mar. 3, 1970 103.32
Feb. 28, 1972 105.84
Mar. 6, 1973 107.81
Mar. 5, 1974 108.32
Well YW-65-09-604
Owner: J. V. Cardiff & Sons
Well 3
Elevation: 165
Mar. 3, 1967 97.47
Well YW-65-09-605
Owner.: J. V. Cardiff & Sons
Elevation: 165
Mar. 3, 1967 98.93
Mar. 13, 1968 96.84
Mar. 19, 1969 98
Mar. 3, 1970 100.48
Mar. 17, 1971 103.29
Feb. 28, 1972 103.93
Mar. 6, 1973 105.25
Mar. 5, 1974 106
Well YW-65-09-616
Owner: J. V. Cardiff & Sons, Well 7
Elevation: 167
Mar. 19, 1969 115.51
Mar. 3, 1970 119.80
Mar. 17, 1971 125.88
Feb. 23, 1972 121.23
Mar. 6, 1973 124.17




Mar. 9, 1967 96.77
Mar. 13, 1968 99.07
Mar. 10, 1970 101.89
Well YW-65-10-708
Owner: J. A. Bartlett
Elevation: 151
Nov. 21, 1966 104.49
Mar. 6, 1967 94.43
Mar. 13, 1968 99.02
Mar. 19, 1969 102.40





















Table 12.--Chemical Analyses of Water from Wells in Waller County
When no potassium (K) is reported, sodium and potassium are calculated and reported as sodium (Na)
Water-bearing unit: E, Evangeline aquifer
DIS- DIS- DIS-
DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED RE- SODIUM
DEPTH DIS- DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED DIS- SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED SOLVED NITRITE ORTHO DIS- SOLIDS SIDUAL AD- SPECIFIC
OR WATER SOLVED SOLVED MAN- CAL- MAGNE- SOLVED POTAS- BICAR- CAR- SUL- CHLO- FLUE- PLUS PHOS- SOLVED (SUM OF HARD- PER- SODIUM SORP- CONDUCT- TEM-
WELL OWNER PRODUCING BEARING SILICA IRON GANESE CIUM SIUM SODIUM SIUM BONATE DONATE FATE RIDE RIDE NITRATE PHORUS BORON CONSTI- NESS CENT CAR- TION ANCE PERA-
INTERVAL UNIT DATE (SIO) (FE) (MN) (CA) (MG) (NA) (K) (HCO0) (CO) (SO4) (CL) (F) (N) (P) (B) TUENTS cameM) SODIUM BONATE RATIO (MICRO- PH TU E
(FT) (MG/L) (UG/L) (UG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MGIL) (MG/L) (NEIL) (MG/L) (MG/L) (MG/L) (UG/L) (OIL) (MG/L) (RSC) (SAR) MHOS) (UNITS) (C)
1/YW-59-64-206 City of Hemp- 1,130-1,150 E 0-24-67 35 3/1,200 -- 7.0 1.0 290 -- 662 0 1.0 82 -- -- -- -- 745 22 97 10.42 27 1,210 8.1 --
stead, Well 3
1/ 206 do 1,111-1,229 E 11-9-67 40 3/ 300 -- 13 .0 310 -- 713 0 .0 84- - - -- -- 76 32 95 11.04 24 1,280 7.8 --
2/ 207 City of Hemp- 490-720 E 12-17-70 18 3/ 180 -- 29 6.0 130 -- 368 0 2.0 47 -- - - -- 409 97 74 4.09 5.6 696 7.7 --
stead, Well 4
60-50-202 A. C. Eckert 230-236 E 2-15-66 34 10 -- 72 6.3 36 2.4 222 -- 8.4 66 0.2 0.00-- -- -- 210 -- .00 1.1 573 7.2 --
2/ 57-107 Prairie View 440-575 E 1-22-71 17 3/ 60 4/ 20 39 10 100 -- 354 0 19 32 5/0.0 .04 -- -- 393 140 62 3.03 3.8 639 7.6 --
1/ Analyzed by Microbiology Service Laboratories
2/ Analyzed by Edna Wood Laboratories
3/ Total iron (Fe)
4/ Total manganese (Mn)
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Figure 3






























* CURRENT OBSERVATION WELL




-0- DOMESTIC OR LIVESTOCK WELL
602 NUMBER--Corresponds to well number
given in Tables 9-12
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